Multimedia presentation technology has enormous potential for a myriad of applications including academic classrooms, industrial training, and business presentations. As presentation technology advances, it is possible to incorporate a wider range of media including variable duration media such as simulations and animations. At the same time, users are able to take more control over presentations by controlling the rate and selection of media being played. To make full use of these advances, multimedia systems must support exible presentations that incorporate many variations in the way they are played. This paper identi es three requirements for exible presentations and derives four requirements for synchronization of exible presentations.
Introduction
Multimedia presentation technology has enormous potential for a myriad of applications including academic classrooms, industrial training, and business presentations. The fusion
Authors' e-mail addresses are: fschnepf,konstan,dug@cs.umn.edu y Support provided by US WEST, Honeywell, IVI Publishing, Computing Devices International, and Network Systems of audio, video, text, images, and animation allows more e ective and e cient communication of ideas and accommodates di erent learning styles. The use of such presentations in an academic environment is particularly promising as instructors take advantage of the technology to involve their students in interactive learning o campus as well as on. Distance learning brings the university to students who cannot attend a traditional campus 1]. \Anywhere, anytime education" requires course presentations that are captured and stored to allow students access to the university according to their own schedules. As important, it allows students control over the presentations. In particular, they should be able to pause and skip forward or backwards. At the same time, the media in the presentation should become more interactive and dynamic through the use of visualizations, simulations, and other media. Rather than a simple televised lecture, the educational libraries of the future will include multi-track multimedia with students controlling which tracks they view and controlling their pace of learning.
With the incorporation of variable duration media (such as simulation programs) and user interaction, there will not always be a single xed presentation. Users can jump to di erent points within the presentation or modify the speed of a single media segment, a ecting the duration of some objects but not others that are displayed at the same time. Hypermedia objects, for example, may allow a user to explore a presentation segment in greater or lesser detail. As a result, there are many variations in the actual playout of a presentation.
Flexible presentations can be characterized by the following requirements:
media segments of unknown and variable durations user interactions such as skipping to or pausing a particular media segment many variations in the playback of a presentation subject to constraints that maintain the integrity of the message.
A critical component of these multimedia presentations is the temporal relations among multiple media. These temporal relations can be classi ed into two types: ne-grain or continuous synchronization and coarse-grain or point synchronization. Fine-grain synchronization speci es close connections between two or more streams. Typical examples include matching video to audio (e.g., lip-synching) and matching multiple audio tracks.
Coarse-grain synchronization speci es that two objects are synchronized at de ned points, but proceed independently between those points. While many speci cation models limit coarse-grain speci cations to binary equality (i.e., X happens when Y happens), exible presentations require other ordering relationships (e.g., X cannot happen before the sooner of Y and Z). The result is that media are not always tightly bound such that if media A is at point i, media B is at point j.
The support required for ne-grain synchronization and coarse-grain synchronization is di erent. For ne-grain synchronization, tight time tolerances, exact mapping of media, and constant enforcement is required. One popular solution for ne-grain synchronization is to tie media streams to a timeline and allow them to synchronize to each other by connecting to a common clock 2]. For coarse-grain synchronization, time tolerances are not as critical and the mappings only occur at selected points.
The three characteristics of a exible presentation require particular synchronization support. We have derived a set of requirements for coarse-grain synchronization from these characteristics.
Media objects must not be tied to a speci c duration. Simulations, rate of play variations, and other factors can result in variable duration of objects. Buttons, for example, may allow a user to explore a particular presentation segment in greater or lesser detail. The model must allow the speci cation of a variety of di erent temporal relationships between objects. For example, two objects may end when the earliest (or the latest) has nished its display, or when a designated \master object" has nished its display. A single object may end its display when another object begins (e.g., a title screen ending when the video starts). Or, an object may be speci ed to start no later than a speci c event, though possibly earlier.
The synchronization model must support the speci cation of a consistent and coherent presentation (i.e., a set of objects and synchronization relationships) that can incorporate variable duration objects and user interaction. A presentation does not have a single xed playout. Rather, there are variations of playouts, within the constraints of the temporal relations. Which playout occurs is in uenced by media object durations and by user interactions. Therefore, it must be possible to specify a consistent and coherent presentation when object durations and the occurrence of user interactions are unpredictable. There must exist an enforcement mechanism to maintain a globally consistent state in the face of variable duration objects and user interaction. When a presentation changes state, through normal playout or user interaction, the presentation manager must be able to identify which objects to modify to maintain a global state that is consistent with the speci cation. It is equally important for the presentation manager to be able to not modify objects to promote continuity in the playout of the presentation. The speci cation, modeling and enforcement of temporal synchronization has been the subject of much research. Much of this research has addressed static presentations with xed objects of known duration 3, 4, 2, 5, 6, 7] . In many schemes, if two sets of objects are speci ed to be displayed in parallel, their durations not only must be known, but must be exactly equal 8, 3, 4, 7] . Li, et al. 9] suggest that this expectation is unreasonable since the duration information may not be known at the time of speci cation. However, they generally assume that durations are de ned and available after speci cation time but before presentation time (i.e., when running their scheduling algorithm prior to presentation). Educational multimedia applications bene t from including media beyond audio, video, image, and text. Including computer-generated media such as visualizations and simulations forces us to consider media that may have unknown or even variable duration. It may be di cult or impossible to accurately schedule such media objects in advance. Blakowski 10] classi es synchronization models into 3 principal approaches: Hierarchical 8, 7, 3, 4, 5, 6] , timeline based 11, 2, 12] and reference points 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Blakowski states that hierarchical structures do not support adequate abstraction and cannot represent all synchronization conditions. Timelines do not support objects without a deterministic time of presentation. Because of these limitations our model is based on the reference point approach.
Several reference point models expand relationships between objects beyond that of simultaneous occurrence. Steinmetz 13] introduces the concept of restricted blocking to handle the situation where two data streams do not reach their synchronizing event at the same point in time. We adopt this concept in our media object model. In other works, causal relationships have been incorporated. Buchanan 15] identi es constraints that allow one event to cause another with a possible speci able time lag. The ESTEREL language 16] supports the use of input and output signals for synchronization. Vazirgiannis and Mourlas 17] use an event tree to specify the cause of events. Our model is similar in de ning enabling events that may generate other events to occur, but we extend this to also include barriers that prevent events from occurring until the barrier is satis ed.
There has been some work on supporting user interactions in multimedia presentations. Most models assume that any user interaction a ects all datastreams. In the CMIF environment 18, 6] , interaction is restricted to path selection and hypermedia links. Prabhakaran and Raghavan 5] consider skipping, reverse presentation, pausing, and scaling the speed of a presentation. The authors presume a change in one stream should a ect all parallel streams, a model di erent than our coarse-grain synchronization. Vazirgiannis and Mourlas 17] include user interaction through buttons, but the e ect of jumping to other points in the presentation are not described and it is not clear if the model described can maintain a globally consistent state when such jumps occur. Li 9, 19] suggests that schedules can be recomputed after each user interaction a ects the scheduled playout resulting in all related media streams being modi ed after each user interaction.
In this paper we introduce an event-based model, FLexible Interactive Presentation Synchronization (FLIPS) , that can handle the synchronization of variable duration objects. To do so, we provide a speci cation model that includes not only the ability to specify two objects as being synchronized, but also the speci cation of a mechanism for achieving that synchronization consistent with other synchronizations a ecting each object. This model, together with the enforcement mechanism, provides a richer presentation environment that supports user interaction in a multimedia presentation. The model is built from four major components: media objects, events, barriers, and enablers. Barriers and enablers specify the coarse-grain synchronization among the set of media objects and events.
The FLIPS model expands on the causal model by including barriers as well as enablers and identi es how the interaction of these basic operators can be used to provide a richer set of synchronization speci cations, including specifying synchronization with unknown and variable duration objects. The incorporation of user interaction does not presume all datastreams are a ected but rather maintains presentation consistency without the lockstep matching required in most other models. We do not directly address ne-grain synchronization in this model. The model can be used, however, to de ne coarse-grain synchronization among a set of ne-grain synchronized composite objects (whether these objects are synchronized internally by timelines or another mechanism). This paper does not speci cally address issues of path selection and links to other objects (hypermedia). The model only addresses synchronization among self-contained hypermedia objects. Extending the model to include explicit path selection and links is an important issue which will be considered in the future.
The next section presents an example presentation to illustrate the types of synchronization that are useful in an educational multimedia application. Section 3 presents the basic FLIPS model, section 4 discusses some of the important details underlying the model and its enforcement mechanism and section 5 describes how user interaction can be supported by this model. Section 6 discusses some of the contributions of the paper and identi es ongoing and future research.
Flexible Presentations
An example can be used to illustrate the exibility that can be part of the playout of a presentation. 1 An architecture presentation describes the transition of European architecture from Gothic to Renaissance. The presentation starts with a video clip of churches of di erent architectures. At the end of the video clip, an audio narrative begins which is divided into three parts. In the rst part, the distinguishing characteristics of Gothic architecture are described. The second part of the narrative describes the transition from Gothic to Renaissance and the nal narrative summarizes the key points that characterize Renaissance architecture. Within each of these narratives, buttons appear on the screen to allow viewers to select more expanded explanations of key points.
For each narrative, there is a set of slides that is displayed while the narrative is played. As the rst narrative starts, the rst set of slides also start, showing representative examples of Gothic architecture. The rst set of slides ows into the second set at the same time that the second narrative starts. The second set of slides show the transition from Gothic to Renaissance. As the third narrative begins, the third set of slides highlights the characteristics of Renaissance architecture. These slides are not precisely matched to the audio track but instead are loosely synchronized so that the rst set matches to the rst audio narrative, the second set to the second audio narrative and the third set to the third audio narrative. Each slide has a default duration after which the next slide is shown, but the user has control to hold a slide, skip ahead to the next slide, or skip backwards.
To reinforce the correspondence of the slides to an architectural style, a di erent style of background music plays for each of the two styles of architecture. A Gregorian chant piece is played while Gothic slides are displayed. A Bach selection is played while Renaissance architecture slides are displayed. The music plays continuously as long as slides of a particular genre are displayed.
Since the second sets of slides and narrative start with one style of architecture and change to another, the transition of music pieces happens at a di erent interval from the narrative transitions. Figure 1 shows the relative timing in which the video introduction and the three channels might be displayed.
There are points of synchronization between the video and the other media, the narratives and the slides, and the slides and the background music. These points are shown by the double-arrowed lines in Figure 2 . When the narration moves from the rst segment to the second, the second set of slides are displayed. When the slides shift from Gothic to Renaissance, the background music changes from Gregorian chant to Bach. There is not a xed portion of the music that matches exactly to each slide, but rather, transition points where the music changes from one style to another.
When we introduce user interactions, this presentation changes from a xed presentation to one of many variations. The audio includes viewer options to include more detail at di erent points in the narration. As a result, the length of each narrative component could vary from presentation to presentation depending on whether or not users selected the extra detail, and how much of the extra detail they are interested in.
While each slide is de ned to be displayed for some prede ned length of time, a user may choose to pause longer on a slide or skip forward or backward in the sequence of slides using an index. If the viewer skips to a slide with the same architectural style, the music proceeds uninterrupted, but if the slide is of a di erent style than the one currently being shown, that is to say that the viewer has skipped over a synchronization point, the music changes to match the architectural style in the slide.
The length of time that each music segment plays will vary dependent on the slides being displayed. If one style of slide is displayed longer than the de ned duration of the music, the music loops and continues playing. If a style of architecture is shown for a shorter period of time than the music speci ed, the music will stop and move to the appropriate segment to match the slide being displayed.
This example illustrates the three key requirements for handling exible multimedia presentations:
The exact duration of the objects can change depending on the selections made by the viewer or the objects themselves. User interaction is an integral part of the presentation from the selection of alternative narratives to the selection and pausing of slides. The presentation has many variations depending on the selection of optional narrative pieces and whether or not the viewer varies the presentation of slides.
Barriers and Enablers
Each of the media segments described in the example is an object. These objects consist of generic information (i.e., the media type, ideal (or user-speci ed) duration, and state), media-speci c information (i.e., the data or pointer to data, alternative action, and any play information such as volume, color controls, etc.), and synchronization information (i.e., the temporal connections between this object and other objects in the presentation). As an example, the Gregorian chant object in the example presentation is shown in Figure 3 . For coarse-grain synchronization, key aspects to be synchronized are the beginning and di erent synchronizations. Figure 3 : Gregorian chant object end of the display of objects. 2 The speci cation can focus on the relationships between these events: Begin-Begin, Begin-End, and End-End. But specifying that two of these reference points are matched is not su cient to capture all of the requirements of synchronizing two objects. In some cases, the synchronization between di erent events is not a matter of the two events occurring at the same time, or even within a speci ed time of each other, but rather, a partial ordering of the events. If two media objects share the same resource, for example, it is necessary for one to complete before the other can start its display. A part of the synchronization speci cation is for the rst to end before the second begins. Even when reference points should be simultaneous, there are often multiple mechanisms for enforcing synchrony. In the architectural example, the End of the Gothic slides should occur at the same time as the End of the Gregorian chant music, but it is not clear as to how this should occur. With variable durations, it is possible for one object to reach its synchronization point prior to the other, e.g., the slides reaching the synchronization point rst. There are two common implementations of synchrony in a situation like this one:
force the music to End as soon as the slide has nished prevent the slide from ending until the music is also nished
The rst choice indicates that the End of the slide has control over the music. 3 When the slide ends, the music should immediately jump to its End. We refer to this type of relationship as an enabler relation. The End event for the last Gothic slide enables the End of the Gregorian chant music. This relationship is shown with the single arrow link in Figure  4 .
Similarly, the End of one object can enable the Begin of one or more other objects. For example, Figure 5 shows the End of the introductory video enabling the narrative, the rst slide, and the rst background music object to begin their respective displays.
Enabler relations may relate any combination of Begin and End events. A title slide can be forced to end when the presentation begins by establishing an enabler from the Begin of the presentation to the End of the slide. Similarly, a sound track can be synchronized to start when a video starts by having an enabler from the Begin of the video to the Begin of the sound track. We refer to these as Begin-End and Begin-Begin relationships. The second policy for synchronizing two events is to prevent one from occurring until after the other has occurred. The slide is blocked from nishing until after the music has completed. We refer to this as a barrier relation. An example where a barrier is useful is to prevent the narration of a presentation from skipping too far ahead of a graphical display. As Figure 6 shows, a barrier, represented by a, can be used to prevent the narration from continuing until after the simulation has reached the synchronization point.
A typical use of a barrier is when two objects share a resource, such as two video objects which share the same hardware display device. The End of the rst video can be speci ed as a barrier to the Begin of the next video. A a B can be thought of in terms of B occurring no earlier than A. Similarly, A ! B can be thought of in terms of B occurring no later than A.
It is important to emphasize that these are one way relationships. When A ! B, the Simulation N1 N2 S1 Narrative Figure 6 : The End of the simulation is a barrier for the narrative to continue destination, B, could execute before the source, A (i.e., the object containing B may pass the synchronization point before the object containing A). Similarly when A a B (i.e., A is a barrier to B) it is possible for A to continue past the synchronization point before B reaches it (e.g., the simulation could end while the narrative is still underway). Thoughout this paper, we will use the term condition to refer to the source event of a relation. Steinmetz 13] introduced the concept of restricted blocking where a multimedia object performs an alternative activity while waiting for a synchronizing event 13]. In a exible presentation that has coarse-grained synchronization and variable playout durations of objects, it is much more likely that one activity will complete prior to another as a result of viewer interaction. When an object waits for a barrier that prevents it from ending, it performs an alternative activity that has been speci ed for it until the barrier relation is satis ed. Examples of such activities include loop for audio or display last frame for video.
More formally, we de ne barriers and enablers as follows:
De nition 1: An event A 1 is de ned as a barrier condition for an event B 1 if object B has been speci ed to wait at B 1 for event A 1 to occur before B 1 can occur. This is represented by A 1 a B 1 .
De nition 2: An event A 1 is de ned as an enabler condition of an event B 1 if the occurrence of A 1 has been speci ed to cause event B 1 to occur. This is represented by A 1 ! B 1 .
The two operators, enablers and barriers, can be combined into a variety of powerful synchronization speci cations involving multiple barriers and enablers to and from events.
De nition 3: We say that an event has been enabled when at least one of its enabler conditions has been satis ed.
De nition 4: An event is barrier-free when there are no unsatis ed barrier conditions for the event.
If an event is the destination of only enabler operators, the event occurs as soon as one of the enabler conditions is satis ed; if an event is also the destination of barrier operators, the event occurs as soon as at least one of its enabler conditions is satis ed and all of its barrier conditions are satis ed. In addition to explicit enablers to events that are speci ed by the user, there is an implicit enabler condition to the End of an object that is satis ed when the object has reached that point through its normal playout. If an object has completed its normal display, it ends as soon as all of its barrier conditions are satis ed. Though the synchronization speci cation is binary, the relative timing of events is also dependent on the synchronization relations with other events. In practice, it is expected that each event will be involved in relatively few relations.
If there are a series of objects, such as the set of narratives in the architectural example, the End of one can be speci ed as an enabler and a barrier to the Begin of the next clip. The barrier would de ne that the second clip not start until the rst one is completed and the enabler de nes that the second should start immediately after the rst (see Figure 7) . Of course, other barriers to the start of the second clip could delay it beyond the End of the rst one. 4 
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The slides are the master over the background music By using di erent combinations of operators we can specify di erent mechanisms for ending two parallel streams together. As stated earlier in the architectural example, the End of the last Gothic slide causes the Gregorian chant music to end and was shown as the End of the slide enabling the End of the music. But if the background music reaches the synchronization point ( nishing its normal display) prior to the slides reaching the synchronization point, the background music performs the alternative activity of looping while the slides are displayed. For this reason, the End of the slide is also a barrier to the End of the music, the music object cannot end until the slide has ended. This relation can be referred to as a \master-slave" relation where the slides are the master and the background music shifts to adjust to the location of the slides. This speci cation is shown in Figure 8 .
The relation of the narratives with the slides could also be speci ed as a master-slave relation with the narratives controlling when the slides proceed from one set to another. Alternatively, it may be desirable to pause the narrative if all of the slides have not yet been displayed; both streams should complete their display prior to continuing. This relation, similar to the parallel-last of Hoepner 14] , can be speci ed by mutual barriers, the End of the slide is a barrier to the End of the corresponding narrative, and the End of the narrative is a barrier to the End of the slide. This is shown in Figure 9 . In future references to the architectural presentation, we will assume the master-slave speci cation, but either speci cation could be acceptable.
A third method of synchronizing the Ends of two objects corresponds to the parallel-rst of Hoepner 14] , where whichever object reaches the synchronization point rst, causes the other to jump to that point. This is shown in Figure 10 . Similarly, the Begins of object displays could be synchronized by specifying di erent combinations of barriers and enablers.
would have no e ect and therefore there is no point in specifying them But, if there were no other enablers, then there is no need for the barriers. Similarly, the enablers from the video to the three streams could also The complete speci cation for our architectural example is shown in Figure 11 . With the addition of the barrier and enabler operators, and the complete speci cation de ned, we can now provide more detail to the de nition of a media object by showing the Gregorian chant object in Figure 12 .
The use of barriers where objects are waiting for each other leads to the possibility of deadlocks. In particular, as de ned above, it appears that the parallel-last relationship such as the speci cation between the narratives and the slides results in a deadlock situation. For this reason along with others, a more re ned model is presented in Section 4.
Re ned Model
The display of an object depends on the enabler and barrier conditions of its Begin event and End event. As these events become enabled and barrier free, the state of an object changes. To date, we have viewed objects as having one of three possible states: Idle, when the object has not yet begun, In-Process, when it is being displayed, and Complete, when it has ended. The idea of an event being dependent on the Begin or End of another object can be re ned have a barrier speci cation with no change in the presentation. Figure 12 : Revised Gregorian chant object to an event being dependent on the state of other objects, that is whether their Begin or End events have become enabled and/or barrier free. For example, if the End of a background music object has the End of a slide as an enabler condition, does the music end when the slide nishes its regular display but is waiting on other barrier conditions (performing an alternative action), or when the barrier conditions for the End of the slide are satis ed and the slide object is complete including alternative activities? It should be possible to specify either of these as a valid option. For this reason, we re ne the concept of object state by adding two intermediate states.
Object States
For each object we de ne a hierarchy of states that describe the status of the object and are dependent on the barrier and enabler conditions for the Begin and End of the object. The ve possible states are: Idle, Ready, In-Process, Finished, and Complete. They are de ned as follows:
Idle : An object is in the Idle state when the Begin event for the object is not enabled. An object in the Idle state is not yet ready to begin play, typically because the presentation is still at an earlier point.
Ready : An object is in the Ready state when its Begin event is enabled (that is at least one Begin enabler condition is satis ed) but not barrier-free (at least one Begin barrier conditions is not satis ed). The object is ready to be displayed but is blocked waiting for some condition to be satis ed (e.g., a resource is in use, a con icting object is playing, or the object is waiting for another object to play simultaneously). Barrier-free: Enabled: In-Process : An object is in the In-Process state when its Begin event is enabled and barrierfree and the End event is not enabled (no End enabler conditions are satis ed). The object is being displayed throughout the duration of the In-Process state. The implicit enabler ensures that the object will leave this state when the media is complete.
Finished : An object is in the Finished state when its End event is enabled but not barrier free. A Finished object is performing alternative actions while waiting to be allowed to end. These actions may include holding the last frame of a video or image, looping, or any other media-dependent hold action.
Complete : An object is in the Complete state when its End event is both enabled and barrier free. The object has completed its playout and the presentation has moved on beyond the object.
The states of an object and the status of the respective conditions are shown in gure 13. The introduction of states lets us more precisely de ne the source-end of synchronization relationships. Rather than say that the End of A enables (or is a barrier to) the End of B, we can more precisely say that the Finished state of A (or the Complete state of A) enables (or is a barrier to) the End of B. While we need to de ne state change events (rather than coarser-grain Begin /End events) as sources, we do not need to de ne them as destinations since all enabler relations terminate at Ready or Finished and all barrier relations terminate at In-Process or Complete .
In the parallel-last mechanism illustrated by Figure 9 , the End of two objects are mutually dependent on each other, the End of the slide waits for the End of the narrative and the End of the narrative waits for the End of the slide. Neither will occur since they are waiting for each other. In the re ned model, the speci cation is for the Finished state of each object to be a barrier condition for the End of the other object. In this way, the objects will end when each has nished their normal playout.
A second example where an intermediate state can be used as a condition is when the Begin of an object, B, has been enabled but needs resources that are currently being used by another object, A. The Ready state of object B is speci ed as an enabler to the End of object A (\I need your resources"), and the Completion of object A is a barrier for the Begin of object B (\Don't begin until I have nished using the resources"). Figure 14 illustrates the revised speci cation of the architectural presentation with the parallel last.
The de nition of an object is also re ned in that the source of barriers and enablers is no longer Begin /End but instead the states of the object as shown in Figure 15 .
Breaking Begin and End events into two stages (which can be thought of as \enabled-toBegin " (Ready), \enabled-to-End " (Finished), \begun" (In-Process), and \ended" (Complete)) solves the problem we presented at the end of section 3. We can avoid deadlock in parallellast situations by having the 
Global Consistency and Propagation of Changes
As a result of variable duration objects, it is possible that the narration will reach the synchronization point before the corresponding slide has even started its display! If that occurs, the presentation manager must determine not only what to do with the slide but how to adjust other objects as well that are related to the Begin of the slide. The speci cation of enabler and barrier conditions can be thought of as a set of constraints on the objects. As a presentation proceeds, the synchronization enforcement mechanism must maintain the consistency of these constraints.
As enabler and barrier conditions are satis ed, an object changes from state to state. The new state may be a condition for a di erent object's Begin or End event and may result in that object changing its state. These changes propagate to other objects until the presentation is again in a globally consistent state and an acceptable set of concurrent objects are being displayed. When one of the objects completes its normal display, enabling its Endit may again signal related objects and the global status of the presentation is again updated by updating the related objects.
To maintain the consistency of related objects, there are some fundamental constraints that must hold. If an object's End is enabled, its Begin must be enabled and barrier free. That is to say, all of its Begin barrier conditions must be satis ed and at least one of its Begin enabler conditions must be satis ed. By the same token, if an event's Begin event is not enabled, its End enabler condition must be unsatis ed.
If an object changes to a state i, that change must be propagated to all objects which connect to state i of that object through an enabler or barrier. The link must be traversed and the state of the second object evaluated. If the signal is the rst enabler or last barrier condition for an event, the state of the object must be updated and the change propagated to other objects. If the object is already beyond the state that would result from the signal, the signal has no e ect.
To maintain a globally consistent state, some conditions may be forced to true:
If an object's End is enabled, its Begin must be enabled and barrier free, and conditions must be forced to satisfy this. As a result of the above, there are times when other conditions must be forced to true.
To illustrate this process, consider Figure 16 where the black triangles shows the relative points of display of a revised architectural presentation where the slides are driven by the narrative in a master-slave relation. The narrative is at the end of the second object, slide G5 is being displayed and the Gregorian chant is currently being played as background music. Figure 16 : Status of the media at a point when the second narrative is almost complete As N2 nishes its display, it changes state to Complete, which enables the End of R2 and satis es the barrier condition for the End of R2. It also enables and satis es the barrier condition for the Begin of N3. For R2 to change state to Complete, its Begin barrier and at least one Begin enabler condition must be forced to be satis ed which means that R1 must be forced to the Complete state. In addition, the change of R2 to Complete satis es the enabler and barrier conditions for R3. For R1 to be in the Complete state, its Begin barrier conditions and at least one of its Begin enabler conditions must be forced to be satis ed, which means that G5 must be forced to the Complete state. This can be done by forcing the internal implicit enabler of the End of G5 and ending the display of G5 which satis es the End enabler and barrier conditions for the Gregorian chant causing it to change state to Complete. The change of the Gregorian chant to Complete satis es the barrier and enabler conditions of the Bach music allowing it to begin. At this point, a global consistency is achieved with N3, R3 and the Bach piece now being presented as shown by the white triangles in Figure 16 .
To summarize: When an object changes state: All conditions that support that state must be satis ed Links from all the states between the current state and the new state must be traversed and the changes propagated forward. Since there are a nite set of conditions and states, and since the changes of conditions will be from unsatis ed to satis ed and the change of state always tending in one direction, the changes must eventually reach a conclusion and the overall status of the presentation will be consistent. We say the presentation is then in a globally consistent state.
An event is enabled when one of the enabling conditions is satis ed. When a change must be forced, one of the enabling conditions must be selected to be satis ed. If an event has only a single enabling link, that condition must be satis ed. However, if there is more than one enabler for an event, one must be selected. For this purpose, one of the enablers for each event will be designated as the primary enabling link. This is the link that will be chosen if one of the links must be forced.
So far, the only control we've given users is within a single object. Users will often, however, want to control where in the presentation they are looking. With the notion and mechanisms of global consistency and propagation, we can now explore what happens when a user indicates that a speci c slide be shown or that the presentation jump to a speci c part of the narrative.
User Interaction
The previous sections covered the interactions between media objects and discussed presentation consistency when given a presentation of temporally-related media objects. In addition to media object events, a presentation must also handle asynchronous user interaction events. These events, which can be speci ed as the source events for enabler and barrier relations, occur completely under user control and cannot be predicted.
Buttons
One form of user interaction is the use of on-screen button or keyboard selections that are established as barrier or enabler conditions for media events. There are two mechanisms for implementing such controls. First, the media display object can have built-in controls (such as a pause control). These controls are properties of the play-out of a single object and are not directly part of inter-object synchronization. Second, button objects can be established to act as enablers or barriers to the start or End of another object. For example, a \press to display" button could be a barrier to Begin and a \go on" button could enable End .
As an example, in the architectural presentation, the slides could be speci ed without a duration (or with an in nite duration) and a \next" button speci ed as enabling the End of the display of the slide. This would in turn enable the display of the next slide. Rather than the slides automatically proceeding to the next slide after a prespeci ed time, the next slide would be displayed only when the user decided to proceed. 5 If the slide was the last one corresponding to a narrative, instead of proceeding to the next slide, the slide's alternative action would be invoked. This action could be to display a message indicating that the viewer must wait for the narrative to nish before continuing. This \next" button could be incorporated as part of the speci cation as shown in Figure 17 .
This ability to satisfy a barrier or enabler condition by clicking on a button does not override barriers from other objects. Consequently, it does not allow viewers to move arbitrarily forward in the presentation to an object not currently being displayed. It also is not su cient for moving backwards in a presentation to view an object that has already been displayed. For this reason, we also provide a method for the viewer to jump to any object 
User skips
Computer-generated multimedia presentations provide users the power and exibility to skip around easily to di erent parts of a presentation. In some cases, the presentation outline is directly accessible and users may skip to a speci c slide or other object. In other cases, users may enter content-based searches and select a destination object that best meets the search criteria. Or, presentation objects themselves may provide hyperlinks to other objects. In any case, the challenge in supporting user skips in coarsely-synchronized presentations is to bring all presentation objects into a consistent and useful state. If a viewer skips to a di erent point in an object that is currently being displayed, there is no need to adjust any of the other objects. The presentation can proceed as is, with the remaining duration of the a ected object modi ed. If the skip is to a di erent object, however, that means that the viewer has skipped over synchronization points. The presentation manager must then determine the state of all a ected presentation objects. There may be many acceptable states that are consistent within the speci cation. For example, in the architectural presentation, skipping among the narratives would allow several consistent choices of slide to be displayed.
The presentation manager could simply select the rst acceptable global state that it could nd. Alternatively, the presentation manager could select the \best" state according to some criteria. De ning the best state is di cult and perhaps arbitrary. Possible criteria for the selection of the best state include:
If the shift is in a forward direction (i.e., to a previously unviewed object), the best state may be the state that moves the presentation forward the least amount, while maintaining a globally consistent state. If the shift is in a backwards direction (i.e., to an object that has been previously viewed), the best choice may be to move the presentation back as far as possible while remaining consistent with the selected object.
The best state may be a global state that matches closest to allowing the selected object to be displayed for its \normal" duration. Finally, the best state might be the global state that most closely matches the actual presentation as it did occur (or would have occurred) at some time in the past (or future) without user intervention.
The approach taken in our model is to move the minimal amount forward or backward to obtain a globally consistent state. This movement is with an object granularity. Since we are working with coarse-grain synchronization and with the premise that all durations are variable, we decided to not attempt to match durations, but to instead simplify the process and start the object at the beginning of its display and display its full duration (unless the End is enabled by another object). To exactly match the location internal to an object is a ne-grain operation. Further, some objects such as simulation program displays cannot support jumping directly into the middle of their display.
Our handling of a skip to an object is di erent depending on whether the skip is to an object that has already passed its point of display or whether the skip is forward to a future part of the presentation. 6 Skipping Forward: When a viewer skips to an object that was in the Idle or Ready state, that object moves to the In-Process state. To maintain consistency, all of the barrier relations associated with the Begin of the object must be satis ed and at least one enabler condition must be satis ed. 7 As was described in section 4.2, these relations are forced to be satis ed by changing the state of the source objects and then propagating the changes until a globally consistent state is reached. To best explain how this is achieved, we again use an example from the architectural presentation.
In Figure 18 , the black triangles show the relative points of display of the architectural presentation when the viewer decides to skip forward to slide R3. The narrative is in the middle of N2, slide G5 is being displayed and the Gregorian chant is being played as background music.
R3 must be in the In-Process state and its Begin barriers and its only enabler must be forced to be satis ed which means that R2 must be Complete . For R2 to be Complete, its End barrier conditions must be satis ed which means that N2 must be forced to the Complete state by forcing the internal implicit enabler of the End of N2 and ending its display. Forcing N2 to Complete also enables the completion of R2 (otherwise the internal enabler would need to be forced). In addition, for R2 to Complete, its Begin must be enabled and barrier-free which means that R1 must be Complete . The change of N2 to the Complete state results in the Begin of N3 being enabled and barrier-free so that it may begin its display. For R1 to be in the Complete state, its End must be enabled and barrier free. It has only the internal enabler which is forced. R1 Begin must also be enabled and barrier free which requires that G5 be in the Complete state. This can be done by forcing the internal implicit enabler of the End of G5 and ending the display of G5. Changing G5 to Complete satis es the End enable and barrier conditions for the Gregorian chant causing it to change state to Complete. The change of the Gregorian chant to the Complete state results in the Begin of the Bach music to be enabled and barrier-free so that it may begin its display. At this point, a global consistency has been achieved with N3, R3 and the Bach piece being presented as shown by the white triangles in Figure 18 .
Skipping Backward: When a viewer selects an object to view that is currently in a Finished or Complete state, the state of that object changes to In-Process. For this to occur, the object must have an enabled and barrier-free Begin, but must not have an enabled End . Since the object is already Finished or Complete, it already has an enabled and barrier-free Begin. All that is necessary is to revoke all End enabler conditions. End barriers need not be changed since being barrier-free does not move an object out of the In-Process state if the End is not enabled.
These enablers must now be forced unsatis ed and the resulting state changes propagated until global consistency is achieved. A point of interest should be noted in this process. When a condition coming from the Complete state must be forced to be unsatis ed, it is possible to do this by only rolling back to the Finished state (assuming there are barriers to the End of the object). We decided that it made more sense to place an object in its normal display mode than to put it into the alternate activity mode and so always roll back an object from Complete to In-Process by forcing all of its End enablers to be unsatis ed.
When this process occurs, it should be noted that conditions are being changed from satis ed to unsatis ed and states are always changed in the direction of Idle. This process is nite and no endless loops can result. G5 is changed to In-Process and its End enablers must be forced to be unsatis ed (In this case, only the internal implicit enabler). Since G5 is no longer in the Complete state, the barrier and enabler conditions for the End of the Gregorian chant and for the Begin of R1 are no longer satis ed. The Gregorian chant must be rolled back to the In-Process state. The rollback results in the enabler and barrier for the Begin of the Bach music to be unsatis ed and the Bach piece must roll back to the Idle state. Since the End of the Bach music is not enabled, the propagation does not need to continue along this path. R1 must roll back to the Idle state which means that the barrier and enabler conditions for the Begin of R2 are no longer satis ed and R2 must roll back to the Idle state. For R2 to be in the Idle state, its End can not be enabled, which means that N2 cannot be in the Complete state and must roll back to In-Process. Rolling N2 back to the In-Process results in the Begin of N3 no longer being enabled and barrier free and N3 must roll back to Idle. Since the End of N3 is not enabled, the propagation does not need to go further along this path. Since R2 is no longer in the Complete state, the enabler and barrier conditions for R3 are unsatis ed and R3 must be rolled back to Idle. Since the End of R3 is not enabled, the propagation does not need to go further along this path and the propagation is nished.
As before, a global consistency has been achieved and the presentation continues with N2, G5 and the Gregorian chant being displayed.
Discussion
The art and science of multimedia presentations are still in their infancy. While sophisticated tools exist for composing, editing, and playing tightly-coupled media, these tools are little more than extensions of the tools used in television and lm editing. The technology for designing and viewing presentations with user interaction and control, and with objects of variable and unpredictable duration, is mostly undeveloped. This paper makes two strides towards full-function multimedia presentations. First, we provide the de nition and synchronization requirements for a exible presentation. Second, we present FLIPS, a synchronization model for exible synchronizations. FLIPS is an eventbased model for coarse-grain synchronization that can handle variable duration objects and user interaction. It uses two basic relations, barriers and enablers to specify a wide range of synchronizations. And, FLIPS includes an enforcement mechanism for maintaining a consistent and coherent presentation state when faced with media objects of variable duration and user control interactions such as pausing an object or jumping to an object.
Flexible presentations in general, and FLIPS in particular, support a number of presentation styles that are not supported by most other speci cation models. One of the strengths of FLIPS is that it is not stream-based. While streams could still be used as an authoring tool abstraction, the added exibility allows presentations to de ne sets of objects that are unreachable during normal playout. These objects could be reached, however, through user interaction. Presentations can use this feature for a general help facility (i.e., help on the user interaction interface), for presentation-speci c help and supplemental information (e.g., author biographies or lists of references), or for creating alternative information tracks.
Specifying presentations is not an exact science. Each speci cation may result in a wide range of presentation playouts, depending on variable length media and user controls. Also, a single presentation playout may be achieved using many di erent presentation speci cations. Our speci cation tended to synchronize sequences and the ends of objects. Alternative speci cations could instead minimize sequences and synchronize the start of objects. Often there are subtle di erences in synchronization that may become a factor only when user interaction such as skipping forward or backward in the presentation take place.
For this reason, we do not expect presentation authors to use these relation speci cations directly. Instead, authors can use one (or more) command languages that will map to these speci cations (statements such as \B Follows A" may map to an enabler and barrier from the Complete state of A to the Begin of B). We anticipate a wide range of presentation authoring tools that will help authors visualize and control exible presentations. We also expect authors to develop libraries of common presentation templates.
We are currently developing the rst set of tools based on this model. These tools include a prototype presentation manager and a speci cation veri er. The presentation manager enforces the network of synchronization speci cations. The speci cation veri er identi es potential deadlock situations in a network of synchronization speci cations. (While the mutual barrier deadlock problem was avoided through the use of states, it is still possible for a syntactically correct speci cation to contain deadlock conditions.)
We are also investigating ways to incorporate a hierarchical structure into the model. This structure will allow groups of objects to be synchronized as a composite object without limiting the ability to specify synchronizing relationships between sub-objects and objects outside of the composite object. This extension will increase the expressive power of FLIPS to better handle multi-object looping.
